DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 419 s. 2019

TO: Chiefs – CID and SGOD
Education Program Supervisors
Public Schools District Supervisors
Secondary/Elementary School Heads Concerned

FROM: DANilo E. DESPINA
Schools Division Superintend\ent

SUBJECT: Division Validation/Try Out of English exemplars with voters education integration in the
in the Basic Education Curriculum

DATE: November 19, 2019

1. In connection with the finalization of the English DLPs in the elementary and secondary levels with
voters education integration in partnership with the Commission on Elections (COMELEC), this office shall
conduct the validation/try out of the said learning area in selected elementary and secondary schools in
Virac areas on November 21-22, 2019.

2. Concerned school heads and validators are advised to identify demonstration teachers for a specific
grade level, to wit:

Secondary level validators and process observers
(Venue: San Miguel RDHS and Antipolo NHS)
Date: November 21, 2019

1. Sonia Prensader - San Miguel RDHS
2. Joselie Tonio - Antipolo NHS
Elementary School validators and process observers
(Venue: Gogon Elementary School)
Date: November 22, 2019

1. Lina Mariano - Gogon ES
2. Ruben Jose Tria - Antipolo ES

3. The said validation shall consider suggestion and feedbacks to quality assure the said DLPs, the DLP
writers shall sit with the validators/process observers for immediate suggestions and recommendations
for the improvement of the DLP. The Education Program Supervisor in English shall monitor the conduct
of the validation.

4. The DLP writer shall finalize and submit the final copy of the lesson plans for final quality assurance on
or before December 6, 2019.

5. Travel and other related expenses of the writers and validators shall be charged to the school's MOOE
subject to the accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. For immediate dissemination and compliance.

To be indicated in the PERPETUAL INDEX under the following subjects:

CONTEXTUALIZATION
DAILY LESSON PLAN
ENGLISH